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1 Introduction 
This document presents the status of the DMAG-UPC’s tool to generate and read MPEG-G files. 
For the moment, it has been tested using the provided streams for input Id 05, for classes perfect 
match, match with N, match with SNP, match with indels and softclips. 
 
It allows the following actions: combine a set of files in an MPEG-G container, list the blocks 
available in an MPEG-G container, read a region of the MPEG-G container, generate a new version 
of the MPEG-G container with certain regions encrypted. 
 

2 Creation of a MPEG-G container 
The tool uses a container definition written in XML that lists the contents used. We may highlight 
the definition of the referenceSources element that indicates to the library where to find the 
FASTA file containing the sources (the fields are not updated to reflect the status as of April 2017). 
 
In order to create the container file, we need to extract different pieces of information from the 
streams, more specifically: where to find the MIT (indicated in the definition of the dataset), the 
numbers of access units for each reference, and for each stream the LIT. 
 
As indicated in [1], we need to specify for each stream the contained information type. For the 
moment, we use the id attribute to this end. 
 
The command to execute the creation of the file is: 
 
encode <configuration_path> <output_path> 

 
It should be noted that the path indicated as the source of the reference will be used during the 
decoding phase. As such, if the file path is absolute, it might fail on another machine, or if the path 
is relative but the file is not available, it will also result in a failure. 
 

3 Listing the contents of a MPEG-G container 
The command: 
 
list_aus <path to MPEG-G file> <base file path> 

 
lists the contents in terms of AUs: for each dataset group and each dataset in a file, a file is created 
in HTML format with the following name: 
 

 <base file path>_<datasetGroupIndex>_<datasetIndex> 
 

The HTML document contains multiple tables, one per reference sequence, led by the id of the 
reference as a title. Each created table shows the values in the MIT, i.e. for each class (each row 
corresponds to a class) and for each Access Unit (each column corresponds to a new unit), we 
know the position of the first read in it. 
 
Additionally, the encryption profile is also indicated after the hyphen: for example, in the 
screenshot of Figure 1, the first AU for reference 0 and class perfect match starts at 10005 is 
encrypted using profile 1. (Profile 0 indicates the absence of encryption). 



 
 
Figure 1. Screenshot the HTML document detailing the position of the first read in each block (the title indicates the 

reference sequence, the row the class of data, and the column the Access Unit).  
 
 

4 Reading content of a file 
The content of a MPEG-G file can be returned in the form of a crude file indicating the position 
and the sequence (including the executed operations). For the moment, the output of this command 
is arbitrarily limited to the first two reference sequences to simplify the debugging. 
 
This action is called using: 
 
decode <MPEG-G path> 

 
The output then takes the shape of: 
 

 
 
Green characters indicate insertions, red characters indicate deletions and orange ones softclips.  
 
Despite not being depicted here, the presence of an N character would be marked in blue. The 
presence of an arrow prior to the position indicates the paired relationship with the previous read. 
 
The output of this command can be filtered: 
 
decode <MPEG-G path> [<class index={0,1,2,3 or 255 for all}> [<ref_id:start_pos-nd_pos>]] 

 



5 Encrypting content of the file 
 
With the following command, parts of the content of the file are encrypted: 
 
encrypt <input path> <output path> 

 
At the time of writing, the tool is set to encrypt all contents of class 0 streams, using a preselected 
password. Future versions will open access to more options. 
 
 

6 API operations implemented 
 
The WD part 3 defines a list of possible operations. We here list which operations are implemented, 
available and where. 
 

Operation Name MPEG-G parsing library MPEG-G decoding 
library 

GetHeader Public interface  
GetHeaderField Public interface  

GetMetadata Public interface  
GetMetadataField Public interface  

GetProtection Public interface  
GetProtectionField Public interface  

GetLabel Public interface  
GetDatasetGroup Public interface  

GetDataset Public interface  
GetData Public interface to MPEG-

G decoding 
Public interface 

isSetField Public interface  
ListMetadata NA  

ListMetadataField NA  
ListProtection NA  

ListProtectionField NA  
ListLabel NA  

SearchMetadata NA  
SearchMetadataField NA  

SearchProtection NA  
SearchProtectionField NA  

SearchLabel NA  
StreamData NA  

AddHeaderField Public interface  
AddMetadata Public interface  

AddMetadataField Public interface  
AddProtection Public interface  

AddProtectionField Public interface  
AddData Public interface  

UpdateHeader Public interface  



UpdateHeaderField Public interface  
UpdateMetadata Public interface  

UpdateMetadataField Public interface  
UpdateProtection Public interface  

UpdateProtectionField Public interface  
UpdateData Public interface (the 

complete data is updated, 
not a subset) 

 

Authorize NA  
Verify NA  

Conversion Public interface (to an 
encrypted version in 
MPEG-G format) 

 

Beacon-like NA  
 
 
Additionally to these operations, the MPEG-G decoding library gives additional operations: 
 

Additional operations available in the public interface 
LoadFileRegionAsMIT 

MIT.InferAUFromPosition 
LoadFileRegionAsLIT 

LoadFileRegionAsStream 
CreateStreamsCollection (for each of the classes) 

StreamsCollection.CreateAccessUnit (each stream collection of a given class create 
access units of the same class) 

CreateAccessUnitsMerger (merge sort on-the-fly reads returned by the different Aus) 
GetNextRead 

Read.GetPosition 
Read.GetOperations (list of match, insert, deletion,.. operations) 

Operations.GetSequenceAsString 
Read.IsRead1 
Read.HasPair 
Read.GetPair 

Read.GetPairPosition 
Read.IsOnForwardStrand 
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